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MATCONF

Data
Configuration, Consolidation, Verification

Using the freely definable setup 
options gives MATCONF 
the flexibility to integrate with your 
internal business processes. An 
intuitive user interface with 
integrated graphical management 
guarantees effective editorial 
work

MATCONF delivers data validation 
with detailed error analysis 
through which data quality & 
data integrity is significantly 
enhanced. The automated 
preparation of input data achieves 
significant cost savings!

Quality Management



MATCONF

MATCONF provides economical and customer 
oriented editing and illustrative possibilities for data 
processing.
Exporting in various formats is easily realizable (e.g. 
company or spares catalogues as PDF or HTML). Customer 
deliverable output of interactive, electronic documentation 
is easily realiable with MATCONF license.



MATCONF

With MATCONF you can handle your civil catalog and 
your structural and material data economically.

MATCONF supports the ATA 2000 and i2200 specifications. 
MATCONF is equally suitable for outputting an illustrated 
parts catalog, an interactive electronic documentation and 
spare parts lists as for the creation of S and T files.
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With MATCONF you can handle your military catalog and your structural and 
material data economically.

MATCONF supports the ASD (AECMA) specification issues 2.1 revisions 2 to 4, 3.0 revision 1 
and 4.0. 
MATCONF is equally suitable for outputting an illustrated parts catalog, an interactive 
electronic document and initial provisional lists as used for the creation of messages in 
accordance to the ASD specification or ASD 1000D data modules (941). 
In MATCONF the data element settings for existing weapon systems are made in 
accordance with the Contract and/or Guidance Documents. Additionally data quality checks 
are performed. 
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Freely definable screen layouts

MATCONF
One screen, four tabs to
do most of the work
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Handling of illustrations/ 
graphics and a document
managament system



MATCONF

Step 1: extracting data

Step 2: converting data
in accordance with
definable rules

The core part:
Conversion of BOMs/LSA or other
data into ASD/ATA/etc. format

Step 3: defaulting data
in accordance with
definable rules

Two conversions can be done
in one step (i.e. LSA and BOM) 

Data can be directly extracted
out of your SAP system



Interactive illustrated parts catalogue (IPC)
Tab Catalog displays an interactive IPC. 
Clicking the Hotspots or the text lines shows
the coloured link. The cross link to next
higher assy or module can also be clicked.

MATCONF
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The ASD outputs:
- Messages (CSNIPD, UPIPCT, UPIPCO, CORIPD)
- IPL (Initial Provisioning List)

- with/without grphics
- with data in error

- IPC (Illustrated Parts Catalog)
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Special IPL with highlighted errors
(rules specific to system/guidance document)

IPL (Initial Provisioning List)



MATCONF ASD Messages (CSNIPD example)



MATCONF IPC (illustrated parts catalog)


